
Grants Application – Multi Fund 
 

Applicant Details 

Organisation 
Allithwaite and Cartmel Parish 
Council 

Application No  
23897 

Grants Officer 
 

Ellen Clements District South Lakeland 

Aims of the 
group 

Lower Allithwaite Pariish Council is a non-political civil parish established under the 
Local Government Act 1894. The main areas of the Parish are Allithwaite, Cartmel 
and Lower Holker. Councillors are all unpaid elected volunteers. 
To help provide, support and encourage arts and crafts, village halls, provision and 
maintenance of differing facilities within the community, creation of local plan. To try 
and provide facilities and areas which will improve the facilities within the civil parish. 

 

Grant Priority UNSDG 

5 Sustainable Cities & Communities 

 

Funding Request 

 Project Cost £250,000.00  Total requested £5,000.00 

 

Funding Recommendation 

Fund Name Recommended Panel Date 

Holehird Trust Fund £2,000.00 20/09/2022 

Johnson Fund £2,000.00 20/09/2022 

Roselands Trust Fund £1,000.00 20/09/2022 

Total amount recommended £5,000.00  

   

Expenditure 

 
Volunteer costs: £0.00 
Parish Councillors are unpaid volunteers. 
 
Operational costs: £0.00 
Maintenances of the toilets will cost approximately 
£10,000 pa funded in part by a small charge on 
entry and the balance from the PC. 
 

 
Capital costs: £5,000.00 
There is a considerable Capital Cost for the 
Changing Places Facility but that forms part of the 
tendered price. 
We are able to recover VAT on all elements. 
 
Publicity costs: £0.00 
We intend to publicise completion of the toilets' not 
only for the benefit of users but also to 
acknowledge the financial contributions towards its 
rebuild. 
 

Quotes 
Received 

Yes 

 

Income 

Amount of 
funding raised 
so far 

£110,000.00 SLDC £20,00; A&CPC £15,000; Cartmel Village Society 
£15,000; Bradley Park Restoration £15,000 and the 
Community Lottery Fund £45,000 

Applying 
Elsewhere 

Yes Several including SLDC Shared Prosperity Fund to secure 
the balance needed. 

 

Project Details 

Project title Rebuilding of the Riverside Public Toilets 

What would you The grant will go towards the cost of providing a Changing Places Disability Toilet in 



like to do with 
your grant? 

addition to a unisex toilet within the proposed rebuilding of the dilapidated and closed 
village toilets for which all relevant consents have been obtained. 

How do you 
know that the 
people in your 
community want 
this 
project/activity 
and what 
evidence have 
you collected to 
demonstrate 
this? 

When the toilets had to be closed there was consternation from those in the village 
who used them frequently even though they had become not fit for purpose and 
insanitary. The PC has and continues to be lobbied not just by residents but also 
visitor operators when toilets' will become available as these impacts on their 
potential length of stay. Visitors to our mediaeval village and 12thC Priory frequently 
enquire where there are toilets and when asked the best, we can offer is to direct 
them to one of the businesses or the racecourse where there are privately operated 
toilets accessed through their 'pay on entry' car park. 

Explain how the 
people or 
community 
accessing your 
services are 
disadvantaged 
and tell us about 
the issues they 
face 

Everyone is disadvantaged if they cannot access toilets in the village centre without 
having to prevail on businesses when not a customer. Older residents and those with 
severe disabilities find it difficult to access services when there is a risk of 'being 
taken short'. It is also embarrassing to explain to visitors there are no toilets except 
those that are privately owned whilst on occasions to find some returning after a 
number of years away from the village, venture to the closed toilets' and despite 
signs to the contrary, expect to find them open.  
 

Outline the 
benefits and 
outcomes that 
you expect to 
achieve as a 
result of the 
funding 

As the aged public toilets' within the village centre are closed, not being fit for 
purpose, providing new and up to date facilities especially for the disabled is 
considered a priority for the Parish Council. Readily accessible toilets are essential 
not just for villagers but also for the burgeoning number of year-round visitors to 
Cartmel. Everyone requires toilets. Whilst the village has a number of pubs and 
restaurants etc, toilets are only available for customers, and few have adequate 
disabled facilities. The project will rectify this shortcoming. 

How you will 
collate, measure 
and report the 
benefits you 
describe? 

There has been no need to collate nor measure the benefits because everyone at 
some point needs toilets. 

How does the 
project/activity 
progress after 
this funding 
ends, or is it 
one-off? 

The one off project will last indefinitely once built and operational. 

No of 
beneficiaries 

1000 No of volunteers 4 

  

Assessment 

Organisation Parish Council who would like to not only provide a new toilet block following the 
closure of their previous one but would like to make them suitable as a changing 
spaces toilet. 
 

Finances Accounts dated 11/08/2022 show an income of £186,398 with £38,930 coming from 
the parish precept. Expenditure of £186,398 
 

Need & Demand Despite the increasing number of Changing Places toilets, there are still not enough 
to meet the demand and many areas of the UK do not have one at all. Without them, 
people with a disability have to stay at home or their family carers have to resort to 
changing them on dirty toilet floors. 
Changing Places toilets will help many of these people to take part in the day-to-day 
activities most of us take for granted. 
 

Project A new building project to provide a full changing places facility that meets the 
requirements needed. 
 



Budget / Value 
for Money 

This is a costly project due to all the restrictions and items required for a changing 
palaces facility. 
 

Future 
Sustainability 

This is a one-off project. 

Impact Changing Places are fully accessible toilets and designed so that they are 
completely accessible and provide sufficient space and equipment for people who 
are not able to use the toilet independently. They must be an extra facility, in addition 
to the accessible toilets for independent use.  
Changing Places toilets are larger accessible toilets for severely disabled people, 
with equipment such as hoists, privacy screens, adult-sized changing benches, 
peninsula toilets and space for carers. 
 

Safeguarding Draft safeguarding policy provided but it does not have a named safeguarding officer 
or their contact details. 
 

Any other 
comments & 
recommendation 

Changing places toilets tend to be in large buildings such as hospitals, service 
stations, or leisure centres.  They are very sparse in Cumbria. 
 

Conditions Conditional on them raising most of the project costs and the project can go ahead 
and a finalised safeguarding policy. 

 

Previous Funding Details 

No. of allocations No. of approved allocations Total Amount Awarded 

2 1 £500.00 

 


